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ABSTRACT
In this document the implications of rapid social

change and the need for.edutators to'prepare teachers- and
administrators for future educational innovation are discussed.
SOggdttions for change in schools of higher eddCation are .made in the

'A' fbllowing areas: -(1) Anticipating problems,Educationil change will
inevitably be faced with criticism, and it is important that'problemS
beJaitticipated s far as it is possible and preventive.or remedial
.actions planned in advance.' Major problems are most likely to be of
'Isix;types:. resistant individuals and groups, resource' allocation,
role expectations, availability of instructional, materials, and
provision of field-based experiences. (2) Change Strategy'. To be .

prepared for change, a strategymUst to developed. Five points are
made...on this subject: (a) Identify basic. assumptions and objectives,
obtaining participation Of all those who may be'involv4d in
developing and implementing the pfogram (b) Develop specific
Objectives to form the.basis for program dee4opmeat. (c) Develop
implementation procedures, including specifie,components of -the
.system aild group aid indiWual functions. (d) Install the system,
providing faculty_ time, encouragement, and incentive. (e) Provide for
feedback regarding operation of the system, evaluate, and revise. (3)

Organizational structure. The prile organizational ingredient is.
support from the highest administrative levels of the college and

. university and from the dean and /or department Head. The change ...
-effort should be en as central to the total teacher edUcatiOn
effort. The suggesti in this article are made to help
futurerCentered teacher-education to apply sound .management
techniques to program-improvement efforts. (JD)
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Recent proposals to improve teacherprepara.tion have

* 'emphasized 'giving attention to the development of specific'

teaching competencies. and to the need fqr "school-based"

programs. "Competency-based" concepts (including the

narrower "performanced-based" ideas) require that teacher
AP

preparation programs make explicitly known to student the

- competencies they are to acquire and the means to be used
o

in determining the adequacy of competency development. The

student must either be able to demonstrate ability to

promote desirable learning or exhibit behaviors known to

promote it. "School-based" programs emphasize early and

continuous involvement of teacher education studeits in "

elementary and secondary school clasrooms, with school

, 'practitioners intim4tely involved in-the design, control,

and operation of school-based teacher education experience.

-., Most teacher educators now at least give lip, service

to the-need for changing preparation programs in accordance

witht-the abpve premises. To do. Otherwise invites both the

scorn of "authorities" and the wratheof citizens and

.01

legisla tors demanding "accountability." Proposals and

verbal acceptance do not add up to action, however, and as yet

little substantive change has occurred in most,teacher pre-
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patation programs.-, Smoke,and dust are.produced.liy.energetic .

, .

deans and "innovators," ut an objective-observer :can usually
.4- . o./! find littl* real improveMeht or'even significant change at , . s

.:'

most colleges and universities preparing teachefs.

It's time to,stop talking, or at best, playing .with.

insignificant pieces of teachef preparation prbgrams. There
.

is now enough expefiende and evidence available from several

'years of'fitful tarts and stops to provide an intelligent'
. _

base for concrete action to provide better beginning teachers.

Most of.us in teacher education realize we should do more to

improve our programs, but we usUa,liy haven't had the,oppor-
.

tunity to learn how to:get it done. Much theoretical liter-
, ..

atilre is available, bUt,Iew specific "how to suggestions cat

befound.- /
//

The suggestiohs in this article are' made in an attempt
., ,/

to gather the collective experiences,,a/nd reactions of those'

who recently have been ost active in attempts to improve

teacher eduCatior4 with the purpose of giving practical help

/.. i .

to others who area serious about preparing better teachers._ ... .

Provision of a "recipe" is not ,intended, but. some pfacticle
, ..-

-suggestions will be made, with the understanding that these

should be somewhat .modified to shit individual` situations

and preferences.

)-

RATIONALE AND ASSUMPTIONS
/

Authorities agreei that our society and the world` in

general will Continue to diange at increasing speed.

3 - -
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Alvin Toffler,-Harold Shane,*. and others have pointed out the

extreme dangers of failure on the part of schools and other

so8ial institutions to adapt to the revolutionary needs re-.

slating from these changes. surrounded, and somewhat over-
,

whelmed, by such statements and rophecies, educators must

still-devise systems to help f ture adults cope with their

world. These,systems must be b lt on a rationale and as-

sumptions appropriate to both' e. present and thefuture...,

An appropriate label for them wo'uiT seem to be."future-
,.

centered teacher preparation."

Assumptions related to education and educationral insti-
. x,

tutions which will continue to be valid during this decade

and into the next have been proposed by 'ilumerous individuals .l
and groups. A,summary wouldindlude the.following:

4,
1. Pressures,far changes in American and' worldwide

sodial structures will persist &rid probably increase.

2. The numbers-and types of people serve& by educational

systems will continue to expand.

3. The continued .rapid growth of knowledge*will require

extensive ents in.curriculum content-and

, emphasis.

4: Competitio for public fu4ds will become more severe.''
- ,

5.- Education, s a socialstitiltion, will develoP an

increased world perspective. .

9
6. .Education will increasingly becole:'a' lifelong endeavdr.
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7. Educators will be even more, subject to the scrutiny

and demands of an informed and demanding'clientele.

8. Student expectations and attitude ..toward school will

.become morequestionimg, with increasing demands to

influence school operation.

9. Additional change in family and community life

will put heavier burdeps.on schools.

Translating general statements about societal changes

and implications fer education into specific recommendations,

=

for the preparation of teachers is our next task.. Several

assumptions appear appropriate and'helpful:

Signifidant learning occurs onliwhen a person

erceives the task to be personally rewarding and

self-enhancing.
,

2. Positive, supportive environments best facilitate

individual learning and deyelopment.',

3. The individuality o'f, each student requires adapt-
,

tion to personal and professional, needs rates and

ways of learning, and leaNning ma.e.erirs and en-
/

4. Students need opportunities for self-d edtion, self-

Motivation, and independent learning.'

5. Practical,, 'field-based experience in variety of

settings, must accompanyl andbeclo el,y related

to, classroom,learning activities.

5
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6.:,Compe-4encies to be acquired by ,stUdens-and'assess-

ment criteria should be explicit and clearly under-

stood by students and instructionalersonnel.

7. Modern systems, technology should be used.in progr'am

design and operation, providlhg continuous feedback,

43.

4

evaluation, and revision of program compopens.
0

8. t A.1.1 persons concerted 141-th the edlication of teachers'

Or affected by the progrdms should share' the respon-
.

sibility for it.

9.' The program should be prohKem-centered, inter=
,

'disciplinary, field-based, fleXible, And varied to

itiet student experience and ability levels.

10. Teaching personnel in the program will work together
40#

- 4-
consisterTt with principles o .teaming And :differ- .
entiatedStaffingl

11. Program Componehts will -be integratenrough a.

modern management. plan.

, -
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P,FOGRAM6ESIGN ELEMENTS
: .

I

A teacher education program deeigped to serve the assump-
i -

tions stated,' above will-be quite .different from-the standard
( . _ v . 7 ..

' . of- today. 'variation and flexibility will be paramount- -in
.

. .

....

.

`'student goals ,and how they are achieved and, dethonstratedl? in

progiam components, their content and sequence; in study group

4
, arrangements; and in study materials ancrinst-i-Irnibnal Media.

Conten&,aill& drawn from three major sources: ay the dis-

.cipliribs of philosophy, sociology, psychology, history, etc.;'

(2)
6
research.in communications, teaching and teaching behavioY.,

Media, grout:, processes and group dynamics,,learffinghumalr,

development, etc.; and (3) empirical. sources and_ experiences.

,This content will probably'bd best organized into five content.

areas: -(1) analytical ,study of teaching, ,(2) structures and

uses of 'knowledge,, (3). concepts of human development and learning,

(4).'designs for teaching and learning, and (5) demonstration

and evaluation of teaching competencies. Thesecontent areas

may be taught somewhat separately and offered irr sequence, but

a more desirable arrangement would relate each to the others

in as broad a context as possible and organized for individtiall-
.

zation to meet each student's needs and desired,.

'A critical step in determining basic program design ele-
,

ments involves the identification of specific competencies

toward which the. various programs should bekdirected. From

various competency lists now available and local faculty input,
.

a set of competencies should be developed which is inclusive
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enough to satisfy the most-"impor±aht requirements for suc-
:.

cessful teaching but limited as necessary for itplebmentation'A

within existing constraints. Z

When .desired competenbies have been i:dentified, then

.criteria and conditionsTor evaluatfon of'their aChilevement

may be developed, These' may be as detailed and specific as

the individuals involved fepl.is necessary.-

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT, IMPLEMENTATION, AND EVALUATION

To this point, we have liken primarily concerneds with

the identification Of assumptions and principles upon which

a future-centered teacher preparation program should be based.
3'

This is'important, but it is whit happens next that can Make

a difference in teacher effectiveness. A system must be

devised and put into operation. The following suggestidns'

abdut how to..get this job done are made on the basis of pat-

terns'which have been followed'in various experimental and
i

developing programs across the country: They must be adapted

according to the realities and desired existing in a local

situation.

Anticipating Problems., Problems will be, encountered in

any endeavor, so problems encountered in developing and opera-

ting a new typeof teacher preparation program should not be

alarming. However, when changes are attempted, those in

charge,are particularly vulnerable to criticism about the

problems which occur. It.is\ therefore, paticularly-important

that problems, be anticipated so far as is possible and pre-



ventive or remedial actions planned, in advance. Itaor probllems

are most likely to bebof Six.types: resistant individuals

and groups, resource allocation, phasing; role ,expectations,
o

availability of instructional materials/ and provision of

field-based experiences.

Most of the'more.serious problems of resistance are

likely to.be'related to faculty attitude ,interest,'Ahd

competence. Competence might seem to be unrelated to kesis-
o

4 ,*

tance to program change, but 'the' most. common result of A

' °perceived lack of competence i.s'resistlance br at' least a lack
7

of enthusiasm. FacuitY:developmer necessary allocation

of time .(often through some type'ofiload,reduction), an

appropriate reward system, a non-threa'Eening atmosphere, and

r
strong, competent leadershileare important require

ments
. . .1. it.

for overcoming problems tf iltinc i
id
tial.and group re-

)

sistance, Awareness of group or Ind i
1

ualeself-interests

-411.guide the'develop-

oEherwise they are

.J16
and entrenched ways Of doing things

ment of innovative4planS and kocee

not, likely to get very far.

Resource allocation is both cinel f he problems to be

encountered and a prime opportunity in pfbgram development.

Too often, change efforts have been attembited in-the form of

work overload, 'and this multiplies thOother types ipT problems
40-

. 1\

encountered. Human, monetary, and ph, cal resources must be
,7

identified and allocated specifically adequately to ,a

change 'program. If this is mot possib: then change shOuld.

9
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not be attempted.' Before deciding that such allocation is

not possible, however, some hard questions should be directed

at traditional' resource allocations. \

Phasing of progwam,change efforts is another potential

source oflboth.opportunity and problems. Most educators,

even those in administrativerposftiins are Woefully ignorant
.

of modern anagement systems techniques.k We tend to "fly

by. the-seat'of our pants" when Some relatively simple ideas

about management systems .could provide valuable organization,

feedback, evaluation, and revisioniatsistance. Some programs

need to be phasein others are more likely

to succeed if a more total'prgram-approach is used. peci-,

ions about Which approach to take and hem to carry through

mUile carefully made and lollow&d, Integrating progpm
4

components through a Modern management plans

Careful definition of xole expectations is another area

of operations which business and industry long ago learned

is necessary. Some roles in teacher education program devel-

opment may not be defined as easily or exactly 4s those in

businees and industry, but every attempt should be made to

provide fot clear understanding about roles to be included

in the plan of operations. Sofa as-possible, this should.

be done at the beginning of a project, but it will also need

to be a pait of the ongoing efforts to improve the operation

on,the basis of feedback and evaluation. Faculty members,

administrator's, staff personnel, and student roles ghoulaan

csibr\ 10
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be identified,- clarified, and clearly understood by alr those

involved in the program .development efforts.

Many teacher edu'cation program development efforts have

foundered on a lack of appropriate inStfuctional materials.

Several years 'ago, before competency-based and field -based

teacher education had gaihed wide attention, this was an .

unavoidable problem,- It may still be difficult to find%

appropriate instructional materials, butmany materials are

now available, and ideas about how to develop others are not
,

hard to find.. The impdrtant thing is -to recognize.the impor-

tance of instructional material's and provide either fOr their
. -

acquisition 'or development by local program personnel. Out-

side sources may be heipful, but adaptations and.locd1 develr

opment efforts are usually essential.

Provision of adequate andappropriate field=based exper-

enees for st ents is a particularly difficult problem in

areas where large student populations must be accommodated in

small towns and cities . This may have severe implicatio4ns.

for repource allocation, in the forM of transportation expenses

or the provision of "off - campus supervisory staff. Wh ateVer

the problems, they must be adequately solved, if the necessary

school=basbd experienCes arp to be available to students.

a
Change Strategy. A plan to bring about .change may take

many forms; the important thing is that achange strategy

be developed. , Th /followic outline includes the more
.

common elements of successful teacher edtacati n program.

4
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change strategy.

I. Begin by identifying basic assumptions and objec-

tives, utilizing maximum participation of all.thbSe
P
who.may lat -t,be involved in development and imple-

mentation of the-program.

From the basic assumptions and Objectives, develop,

more specific. objectives _to_ form the bases for

program development and identify student compe-
'$

tencies'to be included in the program.

3. Develop implementation procedures, including specific

components of the system and group and individual

functions. This should usually be done. both on a.
9

total program basis and by each working team.

4. Install the system, providing faculty time, encou7

ragemen and incentive, Many times it is better

to begin by changing a smafl part of the program,

using a, simple a system as possible' at first, moving

fr6m. the 'traditionalv prog' ram to one involving field-

1:lased components, then to a more fully operating

CBTE concept. Work within the regular course struc-

-ture and grading syst'ems so far as possible.

5. Provide fc feedback, regardiiledperation of the

system, evaluate, andt revise. Continue to prov,i/de

faculty rewards and incentive.

Organizational Structure., A particular organizational

structiice is not so important to-'the success o teacher edu-
;

4
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cation program change as is the committment andr.source

allocation devoted,to.it. However, organization can facili-'

tate such>forts aid should get adequate 'attention. The

prime organizational ingredient is-support from the highest,

administrative levels of the collige and driiversity and

from the dean and/or department head. The change effort

:7 should be seen as central to the total teacher education

eifoi-t, nOt as a peripheral operatiOn carried out:by a

sma1.3. minority of the faculty. and students. The concept
i

of teaming is Usually a good approach, With small groups of
...

.

\facu lty and students remaining together for a significant
-

0 . 4
0 .

portion, if not all, of the students' teacher education
.

0

experiences. Each team should have consideable. freedom
, .

i

1

, - . .

.no_adapt.according to individual- needs-and prefezAACes -of- ' %.

Ntir - e'

. 1*
1 . f c::=;''

thestudents and faculty members.. Again it should be men-i ,

' ,
.

.

tioned that the cybernetic qualities of a systems approach

if

to organization and management should be utilized to the

fullest extentjDossible. Those invOlved in the change pro-
-

ceps should volunteer to dip so, but they should be amply .

"'rewarded 'and' encouraged.

'CONCLUSION
. .

Improving ,teacher education programs is not -easy, but
.

,,_

t is not impossible, and it deserves more than unproductive
. , ° _I

conipl$ints, balk, or even proposal-making. 'Improvements are

made,
'

, f .

being and enough is now known about program improvement

13
.S
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6 t
elempnts and techniques to proVide adeqdate guidelines for

oterswho are motivated tp,do more than talk about making

teacher education a truly professional enterprise. The

suggestions in this-article'should be helpful to those who

wish to .profit from what haibeen learned about "future-

centered" teacher education and to apply sound management

techniques to program improvement efforts.

..r
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